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ABSTRACT
The interaction of multiple waveguide modes with a relativistic electron beam in an
overmoded, single-frequency, cyclotron autoresonance maser amplifier is analyzed using a
nonlinear self-consistent model and kinetic theory. It is shown analytically, and confirmed
by simulation, that all of the coupled waveguide modes grow at the spatial growth rate
of the dominant unstable mode, but suffer different launching losses which depend upon
detuning. The phases of coupled modes are locked in the exponential gain regime, and
remain approximately locked for some finite interaction length beyond saturation. The
saturated power in each mode is found to be insensitive to the input modal rf power
distribution, but sensitive to detuning. Simulations indicate that the saturated fractional
rf power in a given mode reaches a maximum at its resonant magnetic field, and then
decreases rapidly off resonance. Good agreement is found between the simulations and
the kinetic theory in the linear regime.
PACS numbers: 42.52.+x, 52.35.Mw, 52.75.Ms
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I. INTRODUCTION
The linear and nonlinear interaction of multiple electromagnetic eigenmodes with
relativistic charged particle beams has been the subject of active research in the genera-
tion of coherent radiation using free electrons. Multimode phenomena occur in oscillator
as well as in amplifier configurations. In oscillator systems, such as free electron laser
(FEL) oscillators' 3 and gyrotrons,4 mode competition determines the temporal behavior
of the eigenmodes of the cavity and the radiation spectrum. In an overmoded, single-
frequency amplifier, the temporal dependence of the eigenmodes is nearly sinusoidal, but
the eigenmodes evolve spatially as the interaction length increases. A nonlinear, multi-
mode theory is indispensable in order to predict the radiation power in each mode and
the transverse field profile.
Multimode interactions have been investigated using linear theory5 and computer
simulations' for FEL amplifiers, but detailed comparison between theory and simulations
are not (yet) available. Recently, Schill7'- and Seshadri? have developed a linear kinetic
theory of multimode cyclotron resonance masers. Also, competition among absolutely
unstable modes has been investigated using simulation techniques.' There have been few
theoretical studies of the nonlinear interaction of multiple convective waveguide modes
and the electron beam in overmoded cyclotron autoresonance maser (CARM) amplifiers.
The goal of this paper is to develop a formalism which can treat the linear and nonlinear
evolution of an overmoded, single-frequency CARM system with an arbitrary number of
transverse-electric (TE) and transverse-magnetic (TM) waveguide modes coupling to the
electron beam. The preliminary results of this paper have been reported earlier.10
The CARM interaction1 1 1 2 occurs when a relativistic electron beam undergoing
cyclotron motion in a uniform magnetic field Boe, interacts with a co-propagating elec-
tromagnetic wave (w, k). The cyclotron resonance condition is w = k.v. + cl0/y. Here,
v. and -f are, respectively, the axial velocity and relativistic mass factor of the beam
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electrons; 1 is the harmonic number; Qr = eBo/moc is the nonrelativistic cyclotron fre-
quency; mo and -e are the electron mass and charge, respectively; and c is the speed of
light in vacuo.
The physics of CARMs'- has been studied theoretically and experimentally. Ex-
perimental results on CARM oscillators'16 7 and amplifiers18"19 have been reported re-
cently. Theoretical work has included one-dimensional linear and nonlinear theory,20,21
three-dimensional linear and nonlinear theory of the CARM interaction with a single TE
or TM waveguide mode, 2 ,22 the nonlinear efficiency studies," the investigation of effi-
ciency enhancement by magnetic field tapering,' 23 the stability calculation of absolute
instabilities, 24 the stabilization of the CARM maser instability by an intense electron
beam, 5 and the studies of radiation guiding.26
In this paper, we present a general treatment of multimode interactions in an
overmoded single-frequency CARM amplifier. The present analysis consists of two ap-
proaches: linear kinetic theory and computer simulations based on a fully nonlinear,
three-dimensional, self-consistent model. The Maxwell-Vlasov equations are linearized
to derive amplitude equations for the coupled waveguide modes in the small-signal regime.
The amplitude equations are solved with the Laplace transform techniques, resulting in
a dispersion relation with cyclotron harmonics and an arbitrary number of TE and TM
modes. The Laplace transform analysis allows for analytical calculation of launching
losses and the three-dimensional field profile (amplitude and phase). A complete set of
ordinary differential equations describing the nonlinear, self-consistent evolution of the
waveguide modes and of the relativistic electron beam are derived, and integrated numer-
ically for a wide range of system parameters. Detailed comparisons between theory and
the simulations are made. The general features of the linear and nonlinear multimode
interaction are illustrated.
It is shown analytically, and confirmed by simulation, that all of the coupled waveg-
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uide modes grow with the dominant unstable mode at the same spatial growth rate, but
suffer different launching losses which depend upon detuning characteristics. The phases
of coupled modes are locked in the exponential gain regime, and remain approximately
locked for some finite interaction length beyond saturation. The saturated rf power in
each mode is found to be insensitive to input power distribution, but sensitive to detun-
ing. Simulations indicate that the saturated fractional power for a given mode reaches
a maximum at its resonant magnetic field, and then decreases rapidly off resonance. In
the transition from one resonance to another, however, adjacent competing modes can
have comparable rf power levels at saturation.
The organization of this paper is as follows. After formulating the problem in Sec. II,
the Maxwell-Vlasov equations are used to derive the linearized amplitude equations and
dispersion relation for the multimode CARM interaction in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, nonlinear
CARM equations are derived from the standpoint of particle-wave interactions. In Sec. V,
the single-mode CARM interaction is reviewed briefly in the linear and nonlinear regimes.
In Sec. VI, the linear and nonlinear evolution of CARM amplifiers with two or more
waveguide modes is analyzed, and the general features of multimode phenomena are
illustrated.
II. GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
We consider a relativistic electron beam undergoing cyclotron motion in an applied
uniform magnetic field Boe, and propagating axially through a cylindrical, perfectly
conducting waveguide of radius r, (Fig. 1). The dynamics of each individual electron is
described by the Lorentz force equation
dt -e I+ x (Bo+.+ )] , (1)
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and the evolution of the electron beam is described by the Vlasov equation
Of Of - Of
-+ V -;e E.9+-x(B,2+B) 
-- 0. (2)Ot x c (2
Here, f(i, f, t) is the electron phase-space density function. In the present CARM am-
plifier theory, the temporal dependence of the electromagnetic perturbations E(xF, t) and
B(E, t) in Eqs. (1) and (2) are assumed to be sinusoidal and consist of TE and TM waveg-
uide modes. It is readily shown from Maxwell's equations that the axial field components
of the TE and TM perturbations satisfy the wave equations12
T+ V, + B.-(r, 0, z) exp(-it) = - - .(V x J), (3)
d2 + V2 W 2 + 47r OJ,
dZ 2 + 2 )ElM (r,0, z) exp(-iwt) = 47r +9 (4)
In Eqs. (3) and (4), Vt = e,8/Ox + e-O/0y, w = 27rf is the (angular) frequency of the
perturbations, and the current and charge density perturbations are defined by
J(S, t) =e fi(, , t)df , (5)
p(S, t) = -e fi(, t)dF, (6)
where
A V, A 0)= f(, t) - fo(r0 ,B0 , p, Pz) (7)
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is the distribution function perturbation, and fo(rg, 9,, pi, p,) is the equilibrium distribu-
tion function. Note that the electron guiding-center radius and azimuthal angle, r, and
Og, and perpendicular and axial momentum components, p± = (p. + p2)1/ 2 and p,, are
exact constants of motion for an individual electron in the applied magnetic field BOF,
(Fig. 2).
Expanding BTE(r, 9, z) and ETM (r, 9, z) in terms of the vacuum TEmn and TMmn
eigenfunctions 0mn(r,9) and 0mn(r,9), respectively, the electromagnetic perturbations
can be expressed in the general form
-X[=Emn(z xVtmn(r,)+2 dB (z) VImn(r,) exp(-iwt)+c.c., (8)
1 ck 2nEz(z, t) = Bmn(z)%kmn(r, 9) exp(-iwt) + c.c. , (9)
mn
1 ic dEmn (Z)Bt(Z,[t) = dE_ z VeTmn(r, 0) + iBmn(z)e x Vtfmn(r, 0) exp(-iwt) + c.c. ,
(10)
B t) 1 iek
2
Bz(X,t) = ic kf" Emn(z)'Pmn(r,9 ) + c.c. (11)
2 mn W
In Eqs. (8)-(11), Emn(z) and Bmn(z) are the z-dependent amplitude of the TEmn and
TEmn modes, which evolve due to the CARM interaction. The TEmn and TMmn eigen-
functions
'Pmn(r, 9) = CmnJm(kmnr) exp(im9) , (12a)
I'mn(r,9) = OmnJn(k..nr) exp(im9) (12b)
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satisfy the equations
(Vt + k2n)'mn(r, ) = 0 , (13a)
(Vt + k2.)mn(r, ) = 0 , (13b)
and the boundary conditions
"(r = r,)= 0 ,(14a)
%Imn(r = r,,,) = 0 . (14b)
Here, Jm((x) is the Bessel function of first kind of order m, vmn = k..r, is the nth zero
of J(x) = dJm(x)/dx, and Pmn = Imnr. is the nth zero of Jm(x). With the choice of
the normalization factors
C2 kn (15a)
"" T(V.n 
- M2 ) Jin(Vn)'
0m2 n (15b)
"" ,r yin Jg( Pm)'
the orthogonality conditions can be expressed as
2, *nTm~n'da = 6mmSnn, , (16a)
1, 'nm'n' d = 8mm'6nn, . (16b)
Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (3), multiplying the equation with %F,* and then inte-
grating the equation over the cross section of the waveguide yields
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(d 2 - 2 L+ )m(Z 87riew exp(iwt)
"" +C2 )E .. (z) c2k2
for the TEmn mode. Similarly, it is readily shown from Eqs. (4) and (9) that
mn Bn~)87riew 2 exp(iwut)
- Rn + C2c 2k2 I + T fidfda
for the TMmn mode. The (average) rf power flow through the waveguide cross section as
a function of interaction length, z, is given by
P(z) =
Subsititing Eqs. (8)-(11) into Eq. (19), we have
P(z) = E[Pmn(Z) + Pn(z),
mn
Pmn(z) = ic6k, dE,*167rw dz
ic2Ic3(. dB,*
.
Pmn~Z) = 167rw B'm dz
-E* 7 . dErnE .dz)
dB-n
B-'  " dz )
are the rf power in the TEn and TM..n modes, respectively. In Secs. III and IV, use
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(17)
d 2
(18)
dt (E x B) -d6 . (19)
where
(20)
and
(21)
(22)
J(e, x Ve,*, ) - Ufidjfdo
",n
is made of Eqs. (1), (2), (17) and (18) to establish a linear and nonlinear theory of the
multimode CARM interaction.
III. LINEAR THEORY
In this section, the Maxwell-Vlasov equations are linearized to derive self-consistent
amplitude equations [Eqs. (40) and (41)] in the small-signal regime. The amplitude
equations are solved with the Laplace transform technique, resulting in a dispersion
relation (Eqs. (44) and (45)] for the CARM instability which includes an arbitrary number
of TE and TM waveguide modes. Our Laplace transform analysis allows for analytical
calculation of launching losses and the three-dimensional radiation field profile.
A. The Linearized Vlasov Equation
For present purposes, we assume the electron beam to be cold and azimuthally
symmetric with respect to the waveguide axis, and express the equilibrium distribution
function as
fo(r,, pL, pz) = n (pL - Plo)S(p. - p.o)G(r,) (23)27rpjo 6 ~~-Po&P ~)~
where nb is the number of electrons per unit axial length, and
J G(r,)rrddrdd = 1 . (24)
The electron phace-space density perturbation fi (X, - t) evolves according to the lin-
earized Vlasov equation
V- = -- + ' (- x Boe) - e E + f x B -o (25)
dz 8t O5 e Of C iV
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Here, since the system is single frequency and the spatial evolution of the perturbations
is of interest, the usual total time derivative is replaced by total derivative with respect to
the axial distance z. It is convenient to introduce guiding-center variables as illustrated
in Fig. 2, where rL = p±/moc is the Larmor radius, p. = pi cos 4, p, = pi sin 4,
F_ = ,. cos(4 - 0) +,Fg sin(4 - 0), and Fk = -, sin(4 - 0) + ea cos(4 - 0). Using
Ofo 
_ t Ofo cos 4 fo - sin 4, Ofo - _fo (26)
-j eo± +.-2 O 0  r + e,- (26op Ps &o r, *one, 6 1p.
Eq. (25) becomes
vzA-f1(r,0,z,p±,4,p.,t) = e(E± -8.B6) Ofo + e(Ez+A1BO)-dz O' 9 Pz
+e ~ [(Escos 4 - E4 sinq.) -/.(B_ sin q% + Bk cos c) + 3B., sin 0,, -- , (27)
mofle 61r,
where P3± = v±/c and 3,, = vz/c. Substituting Eqs. (8)-(11) into Eq. (27) and making
use of recurrence relations and Graf's theorem for Bessel functions,2 7 it can be shown
(see Appendix A) that the linearized Vlasov equation can be expressed as
df1 e **
df ~ E E (k±CO..q+ I.mnOmnq)fo exp[iAm,(4, 4c, t)] + c.c. , (28)z 2vzmnq=-oo
where Aq(4, 4, t) = m4 + q4O - wt - mw/2, and the operators Omnq and Omnq are
defined by
O . Z , zra,r , a
() iv0dEnn 0 iv± dEmnXmnq(r r,)K mn+w dz /Op~ w dz Op
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-1 , r)(Emn + iv2 dEmn
M.c w dz
Zm (rL, rg)
MoOc
a 0
6mnq(z,rQrL, 0,p1 p.,
ic d B,,n a c k2nrL 19
= Xmnq (rL) rg){QzBmn + .....)..[.± (~qw Bm.~
=Zn~tr)pBn w dz )p P. m+q)wl B I
+Mq(rLrg) (aBmn +c dBmn a
MOQC z w dz ) Org
In Eqs. (29) and (30), the geometric factors X, Y, Z, X and Y are defined by
Xm,q(rL, rg) = J'n+(kmrL)Jq(kmnrg)
Ymnq(rL,rg) = Jm+q(kmnrL)J'(kmnrg)
Zmn(rTL, r,) = Jm+q-1(km.nrL)Jq-1(kmnrg) - Jm+q+1(kmnrL)J+1(kmnrg)
Jm+q(kmnrL) -
Xmnq(rL,rg) = (m + q) knr) Jq(kmnrg) ,kmnrL
Ymnq(rL,rg) = qJm+( nr) J 9k .
kmnrg
Integrating Eq. (28) along the line of characteristics defined by
C(Z') = 0. + ,(Z' - Z) ,
,Yvz
O(W) = 0 + -*-(Z' - Z) ,
-tvz
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(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36a)
(36b)
tk,..no E.. 
, 7S2Lj) &rg
1
t(z') = t + -(z' - z) , (36c)
V,
yields
fi(r, 4cz, pk ,p2,t) = e E exp[iAm(, 4c, t)]2mnq/zdz' (z' - Z)
exp i (m + q) - ( z[kmvCmnOmnq(z') + Imr.mrOmnr(z')]fo + C-C. .
0Z 
_Z __Z
(37)
In deriving Eq. (37), we have assumed the initial condition f, Iz=o = 0, correspond-
ing to an initially unbunched electron beam. In Eq. (37), use has been made of the
abbreviations Omnq(z') = Omq(z',rg,rL, t9/&rg,p±,p.,O/pI,O/Opz) and Om,"(z') =
Omnq(z',r,rL,/Org,pl, p, 8 /pI, 8 / 8 p.), and the variables (r,0, z) in fi have been re-
placed by the guiding-center variables (r,, qc, z) via a scalar transformation.
B. Linearized Amplitude Equations for Coupled TE and TM Modes
To evaluate the overlap integrals in Eq. (17) and (18), we express j - x V',*n) exp(iwt)
and ',k exp(iwt) in terms of guiding-center variables, i.e.,
S- (F, x VT* ) exp(iwt) = /3kmnCmn E Xm(rL,r) exp[-iAmq(4, 0., t)] , (38)
nexp(it)=Omn l(rr,r,)exp[-iA (,O,t)]. (39)(m + q)
Substituting Eqs. (37)-(39) into Eqs. (17) and (18) and making use of the expressions
da = rdrdO = rgdrgd4r and dpf= pidpidp.do result in the linearized amplitude equations
Z2 - knn + _Emn( )
12
= 16r 3e 2 W Z r-dXmf m(rL, r,)JPdpadpf3
C d ' I=_ (z' - rz)r - (L g
-z exp i (-w)(Z' 
..)m.. mn, Omn'-,m(Z') + kmn'OmndOmn'I-m(Z')]fO (40)
and
(d 2  n + c2 Bmn(z)
.16,r 3es 2 Cmn **2 .j kE rL ic 19
= 
2 k EL jrdr Xmn-.m(r,rg) pidpdp. z +C kan kmn n, i___oo 1 1 (P _ K
- exp i l (- - [knmn'Cmn'Omn-m(Z') + Ikn mn'Omni-m(Z')1fo . (41)
Equations (40) and (41) describe the linear evolution of coupled TE and TM waveguide
modes in a CARM amplifier for an (arbitrary) azimuthally symmetric electron beam.
Note in Eqs. (40) and (41) that TE and/or TM modes with different azimuthal numbers
do not couple, which is a direct consequence of the assumption made of the azimuthal
symmetry of the electron beam. (For an asymmetric electron beam, of course, the cou-
pling of modes with different azimuthal numbers can not be excluded.)
C. Dispersion Relation and Launching Losses
To derive a dispersion relation for the CARM instability with TE and TM modes
and to calculate launching losses, we solve Eqs. (40) and (41) with the Laplace transform
defined by
Em-W = j E..n(z) exp(-sz)dz , (42)
m.n(s) = j Bm(z) exp(-sz)dz . (43)
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A detailed derivation of the resulting dispersion relation is presented in Appendix B for
the case of a thin (kmnrg < 1 and kmnrg < 1) electron beam described by the equilibrium
distribution function in Eq. (23). For the initial conditions
Emn.=o = Emn(O), Bmn.=o = Bmn(O), dz I d mn = 0,dz z=O dz z=0
the dispersion relation can be expressed in the matrix form
Dra(s, w)mn(S) + Z > i k~nn,(w2 + c2s 2 )E{)
n, ,)-2 ( - lf/ + is) 2
00 (c2k4 'W W 2)(# I cs5ws
+ZmernL _ (- - V/ + is') 2
= sEmn(0) + e , ij~V~krnnI2Em(O)
+ EEn 2 Bm,(0) } (44)
(- 1c/ + isv.)
00 (k 7Y/Wj.)(i3Ww+ ics)(wa + cCS
DT'(, W)Bmn(s) + em anvn'1 w-lfs- i~ 2  m,)
n' (n-$n)+i-o/
00 l(ck~7 1y/ ~ 2 (f3. + ica)2 -
+ ZZEmnnh (w - WZe/y + isv.) 2  Bmn,(S)
= fmn(E) + i 2k n/wc)(Pxw ics)s E,(0)
n, nf__ 'L (w - lJC/y + isV )2
n' 1-
+ T i(ck%71 , 7 w/lcmn)(Pzw + iCs)B 0},(5
+ 6=1n' a~.2 Bmn,() , (44)
(W - l/-y + isV.)2
where
2 - k2nn(z + C 2)
D s,)= - + EE W)( 9/+ .) ()
+E(S, E= 2-mn +W + J=c '' ( Wj' + iaVv.)2 (46)-
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is the dielectric function for the (single) TEmn mode, and
mn (S, W) =2 + + Z eM l(cS ,2,,y/Wl 2 (flw + ics)2  (47)C =00 + (W - W4/y + isv )2
for the (single) TMmn mode. In Eqs. (44)-(47),
JE, 1n~ = a( )(~'XmnI-m(r,r)XmnI~m(rL,rg ) , (48)
E Mnn = a( Xn 1 -(rr)KhL-(rr) , (49)
eTM , = a( k~) ( imr ni-M(rLzr,)±mn,1-m(rL,rg) , (50)
En = ak .. ( 'mn--m(rL, rg)Xmnu-m(rL, rg) (51)
are dimensionless coupling constants. Here,
47re2n=L= 47r#__ (52)
lb = 2 7renb/3,c fO'" G(rg)rgdr, is the beam current, rm is the maximum guiding-center
radius of the beam electrons, and 1A = moc3/e a 17 kA is the Alfvin current. In
Eqs. (44)-(47), we have kept only the terms of order cnk"/(W _ lj/-y + isV.) 2 , and
neglected terms of order cklmn/(w-Wlc/-y+isvz), etc. [More exact relations corresponding
to Eqs. (44)-(47) which include the contributions of order ckn/(w - ILc/' + iav.) can
be obtained from Eqs. (B5)-(B12) in Appendix B.]
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The dispersion relation for the multimode CARM interaction is given by the zero
determinant of the coefficient matrix on the left-hand side of Eqs. (44) and (45). More-
over, the amplitudes Emn(s) and Bmn(s) are easily found by solving the linear algebraic
equations (44) and (45), and Emn(z) and Bmn(z) can be obtained by performing the
inverse Laplace transform of tmn(s) and mn(s),
1 .+oo -
Emn(z) - 27ri --s0 Emn(s) exp(sz)ds , (53)
1 .U+ioo -
Bmn(z) = -] Bmr(s)exp(sz)ds . (54)
27ri e-i.
IV. NONLINEAR THEORY
We now present a fully nonlinear, three-dimensional, self-consistent theory of an
overmoded CARM amplifier for an (arbitrary) azimuthally sysmmetric electron beam.
The present nonlinear model is capable of dealing with a single TE or TM mode, multiple
TE and/or TM modes, cyclotron harmonics, magnetic field tapering, momentum and
energy spread, etc.
A. Particle Dynamics
Following Fliflet's treatment1 2 of the single-mode CARM interaction, we assume
that the electron guiding-center radius and angle are approximate constants of motion,
i.e.,
dr d(
= 0 and - - 0 . (55)dt dt
In addition, we approximate the Larmor radius (in the presence of rf field perturbations)
by the expression
16
r M, Q (56)
where p± = [(-2 - i)mgc 2 _ p,2 /2. Under these assumptions, the motion of an electron
can be described by three variables: the energy, -mOc 2, the axial momentum, p,, and the
azimuthal angle, 4 = tan-'(py,/p.,). From the Lorentz force equation (1), the dynamics
of each individual electron is then
_=- 
_ e (p E-+p.E.) (57)dt 'ym2C
=e- = E+ (58)dt ( ymoc/
do=O E. + p.B 
_ pB4 . (59)
dt ly pL \ 'YMOC JMOc /
It is useful to introduce the dimensionless wave amplitudes, Amn(z) and Amn(z),
and phase shifts, 6mn(z) and mn(z), for the TEmn and TMmn modes, so that
Emn(z) = (hn ) ( W )2 ()An(z) exp{i[kmz + Smn(z)]} , (60)
\Cmn\ckn} \w/
Bmn(z) = ( ) Z(,)Amn(Z) exp{i[k.mz + Smn(Z)]} . (61)
\Cmn / Ck.. W
The axial wavenumbers of the vacuum TEmn and TMmn waveguide modes, k..... and
kzmn, are defined by
W2 = c2 (k.2mn + k2.) (62a)
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and
w2 = c2 2mn + I2n) , (62b)
respectively.
Substituting Eqs. (8)-(11) into Eqs. (57)-(59) and making use of Graf's theorem
for Bessel functions (similar to Appendix A), it can be shown after some straightforward
algebra that the normalized equations of motion for an electron are
- - ZXn.-m(rg,rL)Amn cos lmddi p
R1 I -yTo d~mn d m,Xmnz m(r,,r L) 0(1 0-;L) l d- -" A.C d&M , sin bm, (63)
d =i -Xnni-m + dS" Amn COS ikm' + dAmn sin ikmrj
- R Ltm -m 1)tmncosiNmni - , (64)PZ nM1 14, 2pz.ft d'
+i m .W++ }mn c . ( 6 5
7ml1/4[Pz+- d3,Pn A+, sin imnnl + -fdA- COSlm . (65)
In Eqs. (63)-(65), the phase variables, t/nj and bmni, are related to the phase q by the
expresions
ikmrn = kzmnz + Smn(z) + 14 - wt - (1 - m) 0 + (1 - 2m)7r/2 , (66)
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-mn = kzmnZ + Smn(Z) + l> - wt - (1 - m)Og + (1 - 2m)ir/2 ;7
The normalized variables and parameters are define by
PZ = pz/7moc, j3 = p±/-ymoc , = Wz/c,
Semn = wcmn/w = ckm,/w , cmn = Wmn/w = ckmn/w , (68)
P4imn = W/Ckzmn , I4mn = W/Ckzmn , 0C = ic/w ;
The geometric factors Xmv.-m and Xmdi-m are defined in Eqs. (31) and (34), and
JI(kmnrL)Wmri-m(rL, rg) = - Ji-m(knrg) , (69)
IcrnnrL
Wmrrni(rL,rg) = J(kmnr)Jm(nrg) . (70)
Moreover, the term (p2/2PJn.)dne/di has been added to the right-hand side of Eq. (64)
to allow for modelling magnetic field tapering and effeciency enhancement. 21 23
B. Wave Equations
For an azimuthally symmetric electron beam, the nonlinear charge and current
density perturbations can be expressed as 28
/' Mo -f(to, t)
p(X, t) = -enG(rg)v.o I6[t - 7(to, z)]dto , (71)
J(E, t) = -enG(r,)v.o ' t[t - r(to, z)]dto , (72)
- p.(to,t)
19
(67)
where p(to, t) and -y(to, t)moc2 are the instantaneous momentum and energy of an electron
(at time t) which crossed the plane z = 0 at time to, and r(to, z) is time when this electron
reaches the axial distance z. Substituting Eqs. (71) and (72) into Eqs. (17) and (18) and
averaging over one period 27r/w, the wave equations for the TE and TM modes can be
expressed in the normalized form
d + ,2n) Amn() exp{i[s/3mn + 6,.n(i)]}
=Xmn-m(r,, rL) exp(iOibmvi.)) exp{i[/0Mn + Smn()} , (73)
+ -2 n) Amn() exp{i[//40, + 3mn()]}
= 2im"( Xmri-m(rga rL) exp(i&bmni)) exp{i[i/04nn + Lmn()]} , (74)
13. Pz
where (F) = N-'Y 1 F denotes the ensemble average over the particle distribution, N
is the number of particles used in the simulations, and
gmn = 47r3m , (75a)
§-n = 47r#onn ( c'4mn 2 (Cn)2 )Lb2 (75b)
are the normalized coupling constants for the TEmn and TMmn modes, respectively.
Substituting Eq. (60) into Eq. (21), and Eq. (61) into Eq. (22) yields the rf power
associated with TEmn and TMmn modes,
Pmn(i) 1 mm dnmn 2 n 287r di )ckj#vn +-- CmnIAa
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,'an ( M0 = mC5 V5 )2 )2A
m _in' (77)87r-di c'
where m2c5 /e 2 -: 8.7 GW.
We have developed a three-dimensional simulation code, CSPOT, which solves the
complete CARM amplifier equations (63), (64), (65), (73) and (74). For simulation with
N particles and M modes, the code integrates numerically a total of 3N + 2M first-order
ordinary differential equations (typically, N > 1024). This code has been benchmarked
against the linear theory presented in Sec. III, and can model a single TE or TM mode,
multiple TE and/or TM modes, cyclotron harmonics, magnetic field tapering, momentum
and energy spread, waveguide losses, and various beam loading options. After reviewing
the single-mode CARM interaction (Sec. V), we use our linear and nonlinear theory to
analyze CARM amplifiers with two or more waveguide modes, and illustrate the general
features of multimode phenomena (Sec. VI).
V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS FOR A SINGLE MODE
In this section, we review the stability properties of single-mode CARM interac-
tion. Here, emphasis is placed on the analytical calculation of launching losses using the
Laplace transform formalism, and on detailed comparisons between linear theory and
results from computer simulations.
A. Single TE Mode
As stated in Sec. I, the CARM interaction occurs when the cyclotron resonance
condition
w - lfn./-/ - k"v.=0 (78)
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is approximately satisfied (Fig. 3). Here, k, = -is, 1 is the harmonic number. To leading
order in c2 k2./(w - Lc/-y - k.v,) 2 , it follows from Eqs. (44) and (46) that the dispersion
relation with the single TEmn mode can be expressed as
DT(ikO, w) = - k - k2%, + (79)
c ( - 1cy - kvz) 2
which is in agreement with earlier results.12,22,29 The maximum spatial growth rate for
the single TEmn mode occurs when w2 - c2 (k n + k.) 2 0 and w - - kv. 2 0,
corresponding to the intersection of the uncoupled TEmn and beam cyclotron modes.
Therefore, expanding kz = kzmn + Sk. with kzmn = (w2/c2 - k 2 P)'/2 ( -
and using Eq. (79), the maximum growth rate for the TEmn mode is shown to be ap-
proximately
31/2 f jk.n 1/3 (80)1 mn - / k.mn.( 2
Furthermore, from Eq. (44), the amplitude Emn(ik.) for the single TEmn mode can be
expressed as
Emn(ik.) _k.(w - Me/- - kv.) 2 + eligtVk2 "
i Emn(0) (w2/c2 - kl2 - k.2)(w - l11/-y - k.v.) 2 + lTmia k2(w2 - cak ) (
Therefore, the three-dimensional radiation field profile (amplitude and phase) for each
individual TE mode can be calculated analytically by the inverse Laplace transform of
Eq. (81) with s = ik2 . In particular, the rf power in the TEmn mode is given by
Pmn(z) _1 r- in n(S)2
P~n ( ) = Ir 1 E n( ) exp(sz)ds . (82)
Pmnn(O) ~27ri -;oEm.(O)
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Typical gain bandwidth and dependence of rf power on the interaction length z are
plotted, respectively, in Figs. 4 and 5.
Figure 4 shows the gain bandwidth for the TE11 mode at the fundamental cyclotron
frequency (I = 1). Here, the solid curve is obtained from Eq. (79). The dots are from
the computer simulations using CSPOT. The choice of system parameters corresponds to
beam current lb = 500 A, initial pitch angle 0 , = p.Lo/po = 0.5, beam energy Eb = 1.0
MeV (-y a 2.96), normalized axial momentum spread &, = ((P. - (= ))271/2 0, max-
imum guiding-center radius r,. = 0, waveguide radius r, = 1.4 cm, and axial magnetic
field Bo = 4.01 kG. Good agreement is found between linear theory and results from the
simulations, except for some discrepancies near the cut-off frequency. Note in Fig. 4 that
the spatial growth rate vanishes at w/w = w/ckil c 3.8 due to the cancelation of force
bunching and inertial bunching. Indeed, the effective bunching parameter (or effective
detuning parameter) 23
Df f = 1 - + l 'C ' w(1" - -(83)
0;11 +j T20P p.1- 0/#
vanishes at w/wu a 3.8. Diff is positive (negative) when w/wcu > 3.8 (w/wcu < 3.8).
Figure 5 shows the rf power in the TE11 mode as a function of the interaction length
z, for the same parameters used in Fig. 4, except that w/w 11 = 2.87 (f = 18 GHz) is
chosen so that the TE11 mode is in resonance with the electron beam. In Fig. 5, the
solid curve is obained from the computer simulations, and the dashed curve is calculated
analytically from Eqs. (81) and (82). Again, there is good agreement between the linear
theory and results from the simulations, even in the launching loss region (z < 20 cm).
We have used our nonlinear, single-mode CARM theory to interpret the recent
experimental results from a 35 GHz CARM amplifier.18' 19 In the experiments, a rf power
of 12 MW, with an overall gain of 30 dB, has been measured, using a 128 A, 1.5 MeV
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relativistic electron beam. This amplifier operates in the TE11 mode in a cylindrical
waveguide. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the measured and computed rf power as
a function of interaction length. The system parameters used in the simulation (and
in the experiment) correspond to beam energy Eb = 1.5 MeV(y = 3.96), beam current
Ib = 128 A, parallel energy spread A-yj/-yj = 0.044 [3 = (1 -I32o)1/2], average guiding-
center radius (rs) = 0.15 cm, initial pitch angle Op0 = p.Op/zo = 0.27, axial magnetic
field B, = 5.4 kG, waveguide radius r. = 0.793 cm, and an input power of 17 kW.
In Fig. 6, the solid curve is from the CSPOT code, while the dotted curve is from the
experiment. Good quantitative agreement is found between the theory and the results
from the experiment.
B. Single TM Mode
Similar analyses can be carried out for a single TM mode. To leading order in
c2kg2/ (w - l/y - kv2) 2 , it follows from Eqs. (45) and (47) that the dispersion relation
for the single TMmn mode is
!)T~i..W) 2 -2c nn jc),2(,. - Ck .)2DJ (ik.,w) = TM k n-+ 2  = 0, (84)
C2  (w _ c/y - kv,) 2
which is in agreement with earlier results.1 2 The maximum growth rate for the TMmn
occurs when w2 - c2( n + k2 ) 2 0 and w - lfl/- k,,v, 0, and it is given by
Pmr = (1 / 3 nfnfm) (\fl)/\1 - . (85)
Note in Eq. (85) that fm,,, vanishes when 030n = 1, as pointed out by several
authors.12,30,3 1 From Eq. (45), the amplitude Bmn(ik,) for the TMmn mode can be ex-
pressed as
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Bmn(ik.) kz(w - - kv_)2 + (ckc.yw /WL.)(Pw - ck)
iBm,(0) (w2 /c 2 - km - k 2 )(w - lc'/, - kv,) 2 + E c / -- '
- mnl'Ck~ /1 zk )2~IL~IjII
(86)
which can be used to calculate the radiation field profile and power. Typical gain band-
width and dependence of rf power on the interaction length z are plotted, respectively,
in Figs. 7 and 8.
Figure 7 shows the gain bandwidth for the TM1 1 mode at the fundamental cyclotron
frequency (1 = 1) with system parameters: b = 500 A, Opo = 0.6, y = 2.96, 0 -p = 0,
rm = 0, r, = 1.4 cm, and B0 = 8.45 kG. Here, the solid curve is obtained from Eq. (84),
and the dotted curve is from the computer simulations. Note in Fig. 7 that the gain
bandwidth consists of two frequency domains separated by the condition 3.o411 = 1 at
w/cci = w/ckIe , 1.7. Figure 8 depicts the rf power in the TMI1 as a function of z, for
the same parameters used in Fig. 7, except that w/ 11 = 1.38 (f = 18 GHz) is chosen
so that the TM11 mode is in resonance with the electron beam. In Fig. 8, the solid curve
is obtained from the computer simulations, and the dashed curve is from Eq. (86).
VI. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS FOR MULTIPLE MODES
In this section, we use linear and nonlinear theory in Secs. III and IV to analyze
the multimode CARM interaction with two or more waveguide modes, and illustrate the
general features of multimode phenomena in an overmoded CARM amplifier. We show
analytically that all of the coupled waveguide modes grow with the dominant unstable
mode at the same growth rate, and that the phases of coupled modes are locked in the
exponential gain regime, and remain approximately locked for some finite interaction
length beyond saturation. The simulations indicate that the saturated power in each
mode is insensitive to input rf power distribution among the coupled modes, but it is
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sensitive to detuning.
A. Two-Mode Coupling
We first examine the CARM interaction with the TEn,, and TEn, waveguide modes
coupling to a cold, thin (kmnr9 < 1 and k.n.rg < 1), azimuthally symmetric electron
beam at a given harmonic cyclotron frequency lMc/y. In this case, the general matrix
equation in Eqs. (44) and (45) reduces to a 2 x 2 matrix equation of the form
(87)
where the 2 x 2 matrices M and S are defined by
M - ( Dm!(8, w)
\rTEO k 2n(W + c2 2 )A-2
S m = Imnn W
S _ + s ,TniniVZk2nWA-2
\ e2'~n1~k,2nnW-2
fj!.,1k2  ,( 2 + C2 S2 )- 2
Dii,(s, w) I
i OjV~k 2 WA- 2
8 + ifl2DnVzk InW-2f,
and A = A(s,w) = w - 11/ + isv.. Here, Di(sw) is defined in Eq. (46), and eJ,1
in Eq. (48). Solving Eq. (87) for Pmn(s) and kmn,(S) yields
where
(5fn(S) M-1S ( En()Emn,(S)) E n, (0)
M~-1 = ( M22 -M12det M \-M21 M11/
(90)
(91)
is the inverse of M, and mi are the elements of M. Therefore, the three-dimensional
radiation field profile and power is readily calculated by the inverse Laplace transform of
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(88)
(89)
M '"(I - E".(0) AEm,( ~S ( ~ .\E ,(0))
Em,(s) in Eq. (90). Note that the singularities in the integrand of the inverse Laplace
tranform of Em,(s) are determined from the dispersion relation
det M = 0 (92)
for the coupled TEm, and TEmn, modes. Making use of the relation ClIETI =
jenTEi,,,, and substituting s = ik., the coupled-mode dispersion relation in Eq. (92)
can be expressed as' 0
k 2 + W', ) (k.2 + k'2n - ) w - k.V. 2
= [el ,k!+ - + nEk2 .(kn + kn 2 _ csk 2) , (93)
which is a sixth-order polynomial of k. with real coefficients and therefore has six roots.
When the two waveguide modes are well separated, and
e 2 (k.2 + kM2n _ > (ki + 2) _ 2 94)
which corresponds to the beam cyclotron mode, w = kv,+WQ /y, being in resonance with
the TEm,, waveguide mode, w = c(k2 + k2,n)1/ 2, Eq. (93) becomes the usual single-mode
dispersion relation, Eq. (79).
Typical results from the computer simulations and (linear) kinetic theory are sum-
marized in Figs. (9)-(12). Figure 9 shows the dependence of rf power, in the TEI, and
TE 12 modes, on the interaction length z, for (a) single-mode CARM interactions and (b)
the CARM interaction with the two modes coupling to the beam. The system parameters
in Fig. 9 are: frequency f = 18 GHz, beam current Ib = 500 A, beam energy Eb = 1.0
MeV (y = 2.96), initial pitch angle 9,,0 = 6._O/PzO = 0.6, normalized axial momentum
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spread &p. = 0, maximum guiding-center radius rm = 0, waveguide radius r, = 2.7 cm,
and axial magnetic field BO = 3.92 kG, corresponding to the TE11 mode in resonance,
and the TE12 mode off resonance, with the electron beam at the fundamental cyclotron
frequency (1 = 1).
In Fig. 9, the solid curves are the results obtained from the computer simulations
using CSPOT with 1024 particles. The dashed curves in Fig. 9(a) are obtained analyti-
cally from the single-mode linear theory [Eq. (81)], while the dashed curves in Fig. 9(b)
are from the multimode linear theory [Eq. (90)]. The inclusion of the coupling of the TE11
and TE12 modes results in the instability of the TE12 mode, as seen in Fig. 9(b), while
the single-mode theory would predict stability for the TE12 mode, as seen in Fig. 9(a).
In fact, in Fig. 9(b), the TE12 mode grows parasitically with the dominant unstable TE11
mode, and the two coupled modes have the same spatial growth rate, -ImAk, > 0,
corresponding to the most unstable solution of the coupled-mode dispersion relation in
Eq. (93). Because the TE11 mode is in resonance with the electron beam and the TE12
mode is detuned from resonance, the TE12 mode suffers greater launching losses than the
TE11 mode. Excellent agreement is found between the simulation and linear theory in
the linear regime. In particular, numerous amplitude oscillations of the TE12 mode are
well described by our linear theory throughout the launching loss region, from z = 0 to
z a 100 cm, as is evident in Fig. 9(b).
The evolution of relative rf phase, A4(z) = C2-'111 = (k.1-kzu)Z+62(z)-6u(z),
is plotted as a function of z in Fig. 10, for the simulations used in Fig. 9. In Fig. 10,
the dashed curve, designated by label (a), is obtained by subtracting the rf phases which
result from the single-mode simulations of the TE11 mode and of the TE12 mode used
in Fig. 9(a); The solid curve, designated by label (b), is calculated by subtracting the
rf phases in the multimode simulation of Fig. 9(b). As a result of the mode coupling,
the relative rf phase Al(z), as shown in Fig. 10(b), is approximately constant (with
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variation less than 0.27r) in the exponential gain regime from z =a 100 cm to z a 175
cm, which is usually referred to as phase locking. The phenomenon of phase locking of
transverse modes in the exponential gain regime is predicted by linear theory, because the
multimode dispersion relation in Eq. (93) yields a unique k2 , with a negative imaginary
part, which determines the growth rate and phase shifts for the coupled modes. What is
more remarkable is that phase locking (with phase variation less than 0.67r) persists even
in the nonlinear region, (at least for some finite interaction length beyond saturation),
as seen in Fig. 10(b).
Figures 9(b) and 10(b) reveal two general features of the multimode CARM inter-
action: (1) all of the coupled waveguide modes have the same small-signal growth rate,
but they suffer different launching losses, which depend strongly upon the detuning;
(2) the phases of coupled modes are locked in the exponential gain regime, and remain
approximately locked for some interaction length beyond saturation.
Another interesting feature of the multimode CARM interaction is that the sat-
urated rf power of each mode is insensitive to input rf power distribution among the
coupled modes at z = 0. Figure 11 shows the results of simulations for the coupled
TE11 and TE12 modes with two different distributions of input rf power. In Fig. 11, the
two solid curves depict the linear and nonlinear evolution of the rf power in the TE12
mode that was generated by the simulations with input power distributions: (a) Po(TE11 )
= PO(TE12) = 100 W, and (b) Po(TE11) = 100 W and PO(TE12) = 1 W; the two dashed
curves are the corresponding analytical results from Eq. (90). Here, only the TE12 mode
is plotted, because the TE11 mode remains virtually unchanged for the two distributions.
The gain bandwidth and efficiency are plotted in Fig. 12, for the coupled TE11 and
TE12 modes, with the same system parameters used in Figs. 9(b) and 10(b), except that
w varies from 3wii to 9w,11. Here, the efficiency is defined by r7 = (yo - (y))/(7o - 1). In
Fig. 12(a), the solid curve shows the growth rate from the simulations; the dashed curve
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is the corresponding analytical result predicted from Eq. (93). Quantitative agreement is
found for w/wci > 5.5, while only qualitative agreement can be found for w/wc 11 < 5.5.
As is the case of the single-mode CARM interaction discussed in Sec. V.A, the gain
bandwidth for the two coupled modes consists of two frequency domains. Although
the growth rates in both domains are comparable, as seen in Fig. 12(a), it is shown in
Fig. 12(b) that efficiency reaches a sharp maximum of approximately 26% at w/w n a 5.8
(f 2 18.5 GHz), corresponding to the TE11 mode being nearly in resonance with the
electron beam. Note in Fig. 12(b) that there is a small peak at w/weu a 6.0 in the high
frequency domain, which is also true in the corresponding single-mode CARM interaction.
Another example is shown in Figs. 13 and 14, where we plot the dependence of rf
power and relative rf phase on the interaction length z for a CARM with the TE11 and
TMI1 modes. In Figs. 13 and 14, the system parameters are f = 18 GHz, 1b = 500
A, -y = 2.96, Opo = PLo/#,3o = 0.6, &,, = 0, r,. = 0, r, = 1.7 cm, and BO = 4.84
kG, corresponding to the TE11 mode in resonance, and the TM 1 mode off resonance,
with the electron beam at the fundamental cyclotron frequency. The general features of
the coupling of the TE11 and TE12 modes [Figs. 9(b) and 10(b)] hold true also for the
coupling of the TE11 and TM 1 modes, as shown in Figs. 13 and 14.
B. Many-Mode Coupling
The multimode CARM interaction with more than two waveguide modes can be
analyzed with the same method as two-mode coupling. Here, we only present the detun-
ing characteristics of a CARM amplifier with four coupled TEI modes (n = 1,2,3,4).
Figure 15 depicts the dependence of the (fractional) saturated TEI, power on the axial
magnetic field BO, as obtained from the simulation with an input power of 100 W per
mode. By increasing the axial magnetic field BO in Fig. 15, the beam mode is successively
tuned through the resonances with the TE11 , TE1 2 , TE13, and TE14 modes at BO = 3.74,
4.29, 5.33, and 6.98 kG, respectively. The fractional rf power for a given mode at sat-
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uration reaches a maximum at its resonant magnetic field, and then decreases rapidly
off resonance. In the transition from one resonance to another, however, two adjacent
competing modes can have comparable rf power levels at saturation.
Figure 16 shows the dependence of the TE1i rf power on the interaction length,
for the choice of system parameters used in Fig. 16. Here, the value of magnetic field
B0 = 5.33 kG corresponds to the TE13 mode in resonance with the electron beam. Again,
the growth rates are the same for all of the coupled modes, as in the two-mode coupling
as seen in Figs. 9(b) and 13.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have presented a general treatment of multiple waveguide mode
interactions in an overmoded cyclotron autoresonance maser amplifier using kinetic the-
ory and a fully nonlinear, there-dimensional, self-consistent model. Good agreement has
been found between the simulations and linear theory in the linear regime. The gen-
eral features of multimode phenomena have been illustrated in the linear and nonlinear
regimes.
It was shown analytically, and confirmed in the simulations, that all of the coupled
waveguide modes grow with the dominant unstable mode at the same spatial growth rate,
but they suffer different launching losses which depend upon detuning characteristics.
The phases of coupled modes are locked in the exponential gain regime, and remain
approximately locked for some finite interaction length beyond saturation.
The saturated rf power in each mode was found to be insensitive to input rf power
distribution among the coupled modes, but it is sensitive to detuning. Simulations indi-
cated that the fractional rf power for a given mode at saturation reaches a maximum at
its resonant magnetic field, then decreases rapidly off resonance.
As a general conclusion, based on the results of this paper, an accurate calculation
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of the growth rate, saturation levels, and radiation field profile in overmoded CARM
amplifiers requires the use of a multimode theory in the linear and nonlinear regimes.
We believe that the present analysis can be generalized to treat multimode phenomena
in a large class of free electron devices including free electron lasers, gyrotron traveling-
wave tubes, and Cerenkov masers. It can be easily extended to include non-axisymmetric
beams and, with more effect, used to study high-gain overmoded oscillators.
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APPENDIX A: MODE DECOMPOSITION FOR
THE LINEARIZED VLASOV EQUATION
To derive Eq. (28) from Eq. (27), we follow Refs. 12 and 22 and make use of
recurrence relations and Graf's theorem for Bessel functions27 to express the radiation
field components in Eq. (27). It is straightforward to show from Eq. (8)-(11) that
E_ = E, cos(o - 0) + Es sin( - 0)
= Z exp[iAm,(4, 0, t)] kmnCmnXmnEmn(z)+ kvnnmn~ mnq dBm(z) , (Al)
mnq () dz
E cos. - E0 sin 4, = E,. cos(4 - 9 - 4,) + Ee sin(4 - 0 - or)
= E exp[iAm(4, 0, t)] kmnC YmnEmn(z) + kmnmnfmr9 () dBm(z) , (A2)
E.= exp[iAme(O, 0., t)]kmn6mnkmn[ Bmn(Z) (A3)
B4, = -B,sin(4-0)+Becos(4- 0)
= xnCmnXm dE (z) kmnCmnXm Bmn(Z) (A4)
B-L sin Oe + Bk cos 0,, = -B, sin(O - 0 - Oc) + Be cos(O - 0 - Oc)
[ic dCmnnzexp[iA.,,(4, 0., t)] kmnCmnYmn () dE (z) Imn nYmnqBmn(Z)] , (A5)
B. sin 0. = E exp[iAmq(4, 0., t)]kmnCmnZmnq (7) Emn(Z) , (A6)
mnq 2
where Am,(O,4b,t) = m0+qqe -wt-mir/2, and the geometric factors X, Y, Z, X and Y
are defined in Eqs. (31)-(35). Substituting Eqs. (A1)-(A6) into Eq. (27) and performing
some algebra then yields Eq. (28).
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APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF LINEARIZED AMPLITUDE EQUATIONS
The linearized amplitude equations (44) and (45) can be derived as follows. Mul-
tiplying Eqs. (40) and (41) with exp(-sz) and integrating over z, respectively, some
straightforward algebra then yields
D"(s, w)Emn() - [x2lmn, mi(S) + x=in,1 $mn-'(S)
n'(n' n) 1=-00
= SEmn(0) + Z Z [TtniEmn'(0) + /irn,,Bmn,(0)] (Bi)
mn 00Dra(, W)$mn(8) -Z Z XiiE mn'(S) + X~rnaimn'(S)]
n'(n'rn) 1=-co
= SBmn(O) + Z $ [4,iiEmn,(0) + AiminniBmn,(0)] . (B2)
n' 1=-oo
In Eqs. (Bi) and (B2),
2 00
D~~ai~~s, w)=3 n+ - XTIn (S, W) (3
and
2 00
D_ -_ xj!,,(s,w) (B4)
are the TEmn and TMmn dielectric functions, respectively; the susceptibility functions
are defined by
x ( 167ren2wkn, ( Cn) (CmWn)XmnlsW)= c \C/ \mn'
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rgdr XmtiK m p dp dpz +iLf~ md j w - WQ/hY+ iav,
XAmnItm1+iSV± )fo
K w / ap-
Zin-l kniV) ]fo}
moo"( 2w )I 1(oB)
(B5)
EM 167r 3 e2 2A2 C n
Xmn I (s, W) = - ml n
rgdr K n . p dpdp+
mr&1rn j ± - ./-y +i
f Amnhl-m (0.+ ics )fo
W L8p1 (3- - Jg2 ~ p Ofo I, (B6)Or.f
TM 1 3 2 2k2
XM i(8, W) - k6Z-ew211)
"""c~mn kmn )Ln,
___e (fl.+ics/w)
rgdrg krnL md-m p-dpLdp. -w, + isvz
w-I-e +iSV.
Opg]
MEs
Xn ,I(SW)=
16 3 2 2 k 2,
C2knn (Gmn) (Cn)
rdr, krL Arnrkmet p-dpIdr (8,.+ ics/w)
1 1 w - W + isv,
I{-Y mn-m [( i +
isv,)
w )afoapiL isL i fw Op. J [Y nllm +1 sv Zm n l- . k m n ' -L amolc \ 2w/J r J
(B8)
Moreover, the y's are defined by
p mi ,(, w) = il6r3 e k2 Cmn Cmn)
fr dr K f dpdp. (Xnn' a-for
-w 
- l9-eL+misvj Pp1
Ymnrr-m afo)
moOe Or,) ,
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{Atmn-m [(P. (B7)
(B9)
_(Y ~-m 1 + isv,
Moore \ w )
+ "Y'n~" m
moO. (P
\ 3- lw ) + "k'n'~"m O+ is)f-mofc. w /&r,,+ ics) OfoW /Op-
isv-L 0fo)
w ap 3
mnin~ 1 (s,w) = i1673ek (mn 2m2
r drgXr nI-m p-dp dpz - OLQ± (±+i - 8fo
9/- +- 771,. 2S mn L + 
,n. 
..m O fo
+Moor g}" (B10)
TM 2 ' i3 22 ( ' IV mn 
-Cn)ptmnn I(s, w) = i167r2e mn", (__}) ( " '.
\Ckm. k.. / k.nn,
Jrdrg nrL - p-dpd (pz +ics/w) { efo
r~~~~dr,~'- X+z_ pd dp -le +isa ~
pME, ~~)=13 2 2n )Cn(mn'/ nI a w) = i 167r e k%71, (w (m1)(ri'
Ckmn\kmn kmn.
rgdr0  nrL .Im fp-dpidp. (I3 + ics/w)
w - Mec/-y + isv,
[Xmnim (3~ fo
E X..,iOP.
- 1'-m Ofo
fmof1'r 8rJ
By performing the integrals in Eqs. (B5)-(B12) for the distribution function defined in
Eq. (23), the linearized amplitude equations correct to leading order in c2k/ (w - If/.
k~v.)2 can be expressed by Eqs. (44) and (45).
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+ fmn'l-m Ofo
moeOr,
(B11)
(B12)
-- $1afOP.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 Schematic of a CARM system in the interaction region.
Fig. 2 Guiding-center coordinate system.
Fig. 3 Schematic of the uncoupled waveguide dispersion relation and the beam
cyclotron mode. The CARM interaction occurs near the upshifted intersection
of the waveguide and beam modes.
Fig. 4 Gain bandwidth for the TE11 mode at the fundamental cyclotron frequency
(1 = 1). Here, the solid curve is obtained from Eq. (79), while the dots are from
the simulations using CSPOT. Note that the growth rate vanishes at w/w.i a
3.8, where the force bunching cancels the inertial bunching, i.e., Deff = 0
[Eq. (83)].
Fig. 5 The TE11 rf power is plotted as a function of the interaction length z, Here,
the system parameters are the same as in Fig. 4, but with w/ckci = 2.87
(f = 18 GHz). The solid curve is from the simulations, while the dashed curve
is from Eqs. (81) and (82).
Fig. 6 Comparison of the measured and computed rf power as a function of interaction
length for a 35 GHz CARM amplifier experiment operating in the TE11 .
Fig. 7 Gain bandwidth for the TM11 mode at the fundamental cyclotron frequency
(I = 1). The solid curve is obtained from Eq. (84), while the dotted curve is
from the simulations. Note that the gain bandwidth consists of two frequency
domains separated when the condition 3#,O#jj = 1 is satisfied at w/wcu j 1.7.
Fig. 8 The TM11 rf power is plotted as a function of the interaction length z.
The system parameters are the same as in Fig. 7 with w/cklu = 1.38
(f = 18 GHz). The solid curve is from the simulations, while the dashed
curve is from Eq. (86).
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Fig. 9 The rf power in the TE11 and TE12 is plotted as a function of interaction
length for (a) single-mode CARM interactions and (b) the CARM interaction
with the two waveguide modes coupling to the electron beam. Note that in
Fig. 8(b) the TE12 mode grows parasitically with the dominant unstable
TE11 mode at the same growth rate due to mode coupling, despite the
differences in launching losses.
Fig. 10 The relative rf phase A4 = (k 21 2-kz 1 1)z+6 1 2(z) - 1 1 (z) is plotted as a function
of the interaction length z. Here, the two curves, (a) and (b), correspond
to the single-mode simulations in Fig. 9(a), and to the multimode simulation
in Fig. 9(b), respectively.
Fig. 11 The TE12 rf power is plotted as a function of the interaction length z for
a CARM with the TEII and TE12 modes. The two solid curves depict the
linear and nonlinear evolution of rf power in the TE12 mode obtained from
the simulations with two input rf power distributions: (a) Po(TEI1 ) = Po(TE12)
= 100 W, and (b) Po(TE11) = 100 W and Po(TE12) = 1 W, while the
dashed curves are the corresponding analytical results from Eq. (90).
Fig. 12 (a) Gain bandwidth for the CARM interaction with the TE and TE12
modes coupling to the electron beam for the same system parameters used in
Figs. 9(b) and 10(b), except that w varies from 3wcll to 9wcul. Here, the solid
curve is obtained from Eq. (84), while the dots are results from the simulations.
(b) The saturated efficiency is plotted as a function of frequency for the same
system, as obtained from the simulations.
Fig. 13 The rf power is plotted as a function of the interaction length z for a
CARM with the TE11 and TM11 modes. Here, the choice of system
parameters corresponds to the TE11 mode in resonance, and the TM 1
40
mode off resonance, with the electron beam. The solid curve is obtained from
the simulation, while the dashed curve is from the multimode linear theory.
Fig. 14 The relative rf phase AzI> = (Ir,1 - k.11)z + 811(z) - 611(z) is plotted as a
function of the interaction length z, as obtained from the simulation for
the system used in Fig. 13.
Fig. 15 The fractional rf power at saturation in four coupled TEin modes is plotted
as a function of the axial mangetic field BO. Here, the values of the resonant
magnetic field for the TEI, TE12 , TE13 , and TE14 modes correspond to
Bo = 3.74, 4.29, 5.33, and 6.98 kG, respectively.
Fig. 16 The rf power in four coupled TEI,, modes is plotted as a function of the
interaction length z, as obtained from the simulation for the system used
in Fig. 15. Here, the value of the magnetic field BO = 5.33 kG corresponds
to the TE13 mode in resonance with the electron beam.
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